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By Geoffrey Hoppe

NOTES  
 TO SELF:
THE MUNICH 2017 
EXPERIENCE

There’s nothing better than get-
ting together with a large group of 
Shaumbra from around the world. 

Our recent gathering in Munich (June 3-4) 
was filled with energy, laughter, comrad-
ery, music, channels and hugs. Oh, and 
a tremendous amount of sensuality. The 
two-day Masters in Munich event included 
a live Shoud on the first day, complete with 
the inspired music of Yoham. Instead of the 
typical two-segment webcast (the Geoff 
& Linda Show, followed by an Adamus 
channel), we added an extra session with 
Adamus. Check out the entire day here.

Adamus told us that the second day was 
going to be about sensuality – no surprise since he’s been talking about the 
senses for quite some time now, especially in Keahak – and what better way to 
experience sensuality than with music? Back at the end of 2016, as Linda and I 
talked about the set-up for the event, we reminisced about some of the sensual 
experiences we’ve had during our travels. There’s a small restaurant by the name 
of the El Campo located in Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer in the south of France. 
We’ve done four workshops in the Camargue area over the years, and always 
stop by the El Campo for local food, but more so to listen to the music of the 
house band, Soy. It was never lost on us that “Soy” means “I Am” in Spanish.  

Soy is a family affair. The father is the lead guitarist, and the band mem-
bers are his sons and nephews. Soy band members are kin to the Gypsy 

http://crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
mailto:jeant@crimsoncircle.com
http://creativeaspects.net
mailto:support@crimsoncircle.com
https://www.crimsoncircle.com/Library/The-Channel-Library/Transhuman-Series
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Kings, a world-renowned flamenco band. Linda is in heaven every time we 
go to the El Campo; many a night we closed down the place because she 
didn’t want to leave. 

It was a huge risk to even consider bringing Soy to Munich. First of all, they 
don’t speak English. We communicate with them through Franck, the restau-
rant manager. Second, they play in a small restaurant where people are eating 
and drinking, and not giving their full attention to the music. I wondered how 
this would translate to a large conference hall with hundreds of Shaumbra in 
a concert-like setting. And finally, we’d never worked with them. It wasn’t like 
they’d played at a smaller Crimson Circle workshop in the past. We were start-
ing cold, not knowing if there would be a compatibility, and still we wanted 
to give it a try.

We flew four Soy band members from the south of France into Munich the 
day before the event. They got to the Bürgerhaus late Saturday afternoon, 
just in time to see Kuthumi. This was their introduction to the Crimson Circle 
and channeling. Linda and I, along with two translators, met with Soy for din-
ner that night to discuss the logistics for the next day. It certainly didn’t go 
according to my plans. As musicians, they weren’t interested in a meeting. 
They wanted to eat and laugh and talk and smoke and drink…. Anything but 
listen to my Virgo planning for the next day. I finally surrendered to the chaos 
and had another glass of wine. 

I woke up at 2:30 in the morning, nearly in panic about the upcoming day. 
What were we thinking, bringing a flamenco band from a small restaurant in 
the south of France, to a large gathering of Shaumbra in Munich?? A band 
we had never worked with, and that didn’t speak English? I had no idea of 
how Adamus would lay out the day or how he would integrate Soy into the 
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channelings. I was in a state of dread and anxiety, plus rapidly losing much-
needed sleep. It’s moments like this when I wish I was back on my tractor in 
the Colorado mountains. I made many “Notes to Self” that night such as:  
Note – Never do a spur of the moment idea like this again! Note – Never 
let my Sagittarius moon override my Virgo sun. Note – Never put a Crimson 
Circle workshop at risk like this again. Note – Stop being foolish. Note – 
Start preparing a huge apology if this doesn’t work out. Note – Get out the 
sword…. I might have to fall on it. 

There’s not much of anything worse than these 2:30 AM “What have I got-
ten myself into??” anxiety and panic sessions. You can’t go back to sleep 
because your mind is spinning out of control. You don’t want to get out of 
bed because that means the day is started, and the reality of the situation sets 
in. What to do? I was finally able to do some breathing, and then went into a 
state of pure Allowing. It’s easy to Allow when you’re sitting on a quiet beach 
at sunset. It bites when you’re in the middle of a crap-storm. I was trying too 
hard to Allow. Even I know better. You don’t try to Allow, you just Allow. I 
finally fell back into a restless sleep at about 4:00 AM. 

It was raining the next morning as Linda and I walked to the Bürgerhaus. It 
fit my mood… gloomy and gray. I was slightly uplifted to see all of the smiling 
faces of Shaumbra as they talked with each other before the day started, but 
then my Gloom & Doom aspect jumped in and asked in a very snide voice, 
“How are you going to feel when you disappoint everyone?” “Where’s a park 
bench when I need one?” I thought to myself. 

I could feel Adamus come in about 30 minutes before we went on stage. 
He felt cheerful and perky, which really annoyed me for some reason. How 
could he be bubbly so early in the morning, especially when I have all of this 
heartburn? I sat down to do my customary breathing before opening the 
day, but I was so distraught that I couldn’t even sit in the chair. I went out the 
back stage door for a smoke instead. All four Soy band members were stand-
ing there having a cigarette while laughing and joking with each other. They 
started talking to me in French and for a brief moment I actually understood 
what they were saying, but the minute I thought about it I couldn’t understand 
anymore. Weird. Ah! Then I got it. It was the French Connection! Adamus and 
Soy had a deep connection due to their Frenchism (not a real word). Well, 
bully for them… they could all laugh and smoke and go out for a coffee at a 
French café, but what about the show? Could they play in sync with Adamus, 
in front of a group of nearly 300 Shaumbra? Not just one song, but for the 
entire day? 

I took three or four drags off my American Spirit cigarette (heavy emphasis 
on American) and left the French Connection to themselves. I swear I heard 
Adamus say, “Ne vous inquiétez pas pour lui. Il va être OK.” (“Don’t worry 
about him. He’ll be OK.”) Soy burst out laughing.

Then we were on stage. Shaumbra sat totally quiet in their seats as Linda 
guided the breathing. It was incredibly hot under the stage lights. Everything 
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was irritating me, but now was the moment of truth. I had to let everything go 
in order to meld with Adamus. “I Am Here” I felt within the core of my being. 
It was Adamus, letting me know he was ready. “I Am Here” I repeated, letting 
Adamus know that I had effortlessly glided past anxiety and fear, and now I 
was ready for whatever – and I mean WHATEVER – would come. And then it 
started. Adamus was on his feet (my stocking feet actually), eyes wide open, 
delivering his first message of the day. 

I don’t remember a thing he talked about, but about 30 
minutes later he invited Carlos, the first band member, on to 
the stage. You could hear a pin drop as Carlos took his seat 
and lifted his guitar to his lap. I took a deep breath. This was 
it. Do or die. Sink or swim. Capture the energy or fall flat on 
your face. The first few notes radiated from Carlos’ guitar, 
and I felt a wave of sensual energy flow over the room. It 
was an OMG moment. Not only did the gentle guitar music 
sound beautiful first thing in the morning, but sensuality lit 
up around the room, like everyone had just been waiting for 
it. Next came Mario, who joined Carlos in guitar playing. The 
sensual feeling intensified. Then Adamus called up Dani, fol-
lowed by Michel. 

The sounds of these four flamenco players and their gui-
tars were so sweet. Perhaps it was because my anxiety was 
melting away, but I can’t remember hearing anything so sen-
sual in a long time. Perhaps it was the setting, with so many 
Shaumbra in a safe and sacred space, but the gentle sound 
of the guitar went straight into my senses. I realized that all 
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of the fear and anxiety I had been experiencing was from my mind, not from 
my heart or Being.  It felt stale and almost artificial compared to the feeling 
of true sensuality. 

The rest of the day went better than I could have ever expected. There 
was a natural synchronicity between Adamus and Soy. They didn’t need 

human words because they were connecting through music 
and senses. They seemed to know what to play, and how to 
play it, at just the right moment. The combination of Adamus’ 
messages and the experience of Soy’s music was nothing 
short of brilliant. 

I came away from the two-day event in Munich with some 
profound realizations. First, sensuality is not a mental concept. 
It is an experience beyond the human senses. It almost can’t 
be defined, but you’ll know it’s real when you feel it flow 

through every part of your being. Second, trust the intuition. Linda and I knew 
that Soy would be perfect for the Shaumbra gathering the moment we felt 
into it. We wouldn’t have thought about it if it wasn’t a good idea. It was no 
coincidence that the name of the band was Soy (I Am). Duh! Now just allow it 
to happen. And third, tear up all of those Notes to Self! The only Note to Self 
that matters is the one that says, “I Am That I Am….” Soy lo que soy!

Check out Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic (Cloud Class) here.

THE ONLY NOTE TO SELF THAT 

MATTERS IS THE ONE THAT 

SAYS, “I AM THAT I AM…”  

SOY LO QUE SOY!

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-sensuality-clinic2.html
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FEATURED EVENTS

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Monteriggioni, Italy (Tuscany) • September 20–24, 2017 

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Adelaide, Australia • November 13–15, 2017 

In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and 
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the 
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to 

allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life. 
And brings you back to the realization that you are not 
singular, linear or local.

In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and 
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the 
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to 

allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life. 
And brings you back to the realization that you are not 
singular, linear or local.

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOWING & AND
Louisville, CO, USA • July 28–30, 2017

In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter and 
bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these are the 
keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing means to get out of the mind to 

allow the Free Self to be present in your everyday life. 
And brings you back to the realization that you are not 
singular, linear or local.MORE INFO

One of the most transformational classes from Adamus where you learn to 
traverse the non-physical realms and guide a loved one or client through their 

transition. Now, for the first time online, and with new 
information from Adamus you won’t want to miss!

DREAMWALKER DEATH ONLINE 
Online only • August 11–13, 2017

MORE INFO

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-simple-master-allowing-and-italy-september-2017.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-simple-master-allowing-and-adelaide-australia-november-2017.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-simple-master-allowing-and-louisville-july-2017.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalker-death-online-august-11-13-2017-rg.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalker-death-online-august-11-13-2017-rg.html
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.

NOTE:  Not al l  events may yet be open for registration;  
  Crimson Circle Angels receive advance notice

2017
00 NO MONTHLY SHOUD  OFFLINE

03   04 The Magic of Merlin  Romania

10   14 The Threshold   Austria

16 Keahak VII   Online

20   24 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Italy

26   29 The Threshold Reunion  Italy

30 Keahak VII   Online

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

04 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

11 Keahak VII   Online

13   15 The Simple Master: Allowing & And Australia

25 Keahak VII   Online

30 Teacher Council Meeting  Online

05 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

11   13 DreamWalker Death Online Online

12 Keahak VII   Online

26 Keahak VII   Online

AUGUST

JULY

01 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

02 Keahak VII Launch  Online

07   09 The Channeling Workshop CCCC 

15 Keahak VII Launch  Online

28   30 The Simple Master: Allowing & And CCCC

29 Keahak VII   Online

05 Teacher Council Meeting  Online

07 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

14 Keahak VII   Online

28 Keahak VII   Online

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

01   03 Sexual Energies School  Online

09 Monthly Webcast & Shoud CCCC & Online

16 Keahak VII   Online

30 Keahak VII   Online

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/live-events.html
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SENSUALITY CLINIC

This “Day with Adamus” was recorded with more than 250 
Shaumbra in Grünwald, Germany and the musical collaboration 
of Soy, a flamenco band from Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer, France. 
As Adamus says, sensuality is what will allow you to stay embod-
ied as a Master here on Earth. 

At the end of the day he said, “We’ve come here today to 
allow that shift, open up the sensuality, start to feel again. We’ve 
gone through a lot today in the shifting and weaving and making 
of energy, and now it’s time for wide-open sensuality.”

NOW PLAYING!
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MORE INFO

ESPAÑOL DISPONIBLE PRONTO!

Session 1 – Experiencing the And (46:46)

Reiterating what he said during Transhuman Shoud 10 on the previ-
ous day, Adamus notes that when one truly gives up trying to achieve 
enlightenment and simply allows, then the date for Realization is set. 
Staying on Earth after that moment of Realization can be difficult, how-
ever, and this is where true sensuality comes in, for it gives you a reason 
to stay embodied. In order to begin living in the And, Adamus says this 
event was set up specifically “for a safe and very graceful opening of 
the senses.” He calls up one Soy band member at a time to provide a 
musical example of And. 

Session 2 – Opening the Senses (47:00)

Adamus talks about living as a human within the sense of Focus. And 
yet, when you allow the wings of your dream to carry you into your 
enlightenment, you go beyond Focus into the other senses. These 
include the sense of Truth, Joy and Unity. Adamus invites you to experi-
ence each of these senses in a whole new way, together with the amaz-
ing and sensual music of Soy.

Session 3 – Cracking the Ice (51:34)

Adamus says that with the music of Soy, the entities in the room, 
Shaumbra and himself, it is the perfect blend of energies to help the 
senses truly open. He guides more experiences, including communicat-
ing with the music and allowing the return of your passion. He offers a 
sweet gift to his friends, by way of a very special musical presentation 
with Soy, and then invites Shaumbra into a deeply sensual experience of 
the “I Exist.”

Session 4 – I Exist (43:24)

Adamus talks about the sense of Love, one of the most incredible and 
sensitive senses, and then a very special one called the sense of Self. And 
then, after the intense experiences of the day, Shaumbra are invited to 
dance and celebrate with more than 30 minutes of amazing music with 
Soy – a truly unforgettable sensual experience!

Format: Streaming video, audio and online text e-reader

Availability: 90 days from date of registration

Cost: Early bird – $50 through August 31, 2017, $75 thereafter

Featuring

Adamus Saint-Germain 

Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe

Soy – Carlos Agati, Mario Agati, Dani Anselmo, Michel Reyes

Recorded at 
the Bürgerhaus 
Römerschanz, 
Munich, Germany, 
June 4, 2017

Refunds: No 
refunds on digital 
purchases

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-sensuality-clinic2.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-sensuality-clinic2.html
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CO-CREATING  
 
WITH MASTERS

As I look around me, I see how it’s starting to happen: we are coming 
out of hiding, out of our own shadows into the world of the living 
again. After years of solitude and even loneliness, it feels like we 

are ready to engage with the world again. Going deep within was a necessary 
step in awakening, but now that we are connected with ourselves, we can 
bring that connection into our experiences in the outer reality. I have felt this 
shift taking place within me this past year, and I have also seen it taking place 
around me. It’s as if we have been carrying precious treasures within us, trea-
sures of new energy and crystalline consciousness; treasures and dreams that 
are so dear and personal to us that we have kept them hidden, afraid that the 
density of Earth and mass consciousness would pollute them somehow. And 
while we have been busy hiding and distracting ourselves, this inner flame has 
been steadily growing, until at some point, its glow bursts through our barri-
ers and all we can do is allow it to shine.

How amazing it is to see this transformation before my very eyes, to see 
it happening in real time, in my friends and consciousness-pioneering col-
leagues; how one by one their eyes become brighter, how their presence 
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By Kim Seppälä

shines through their body of consciousness. All around me conscious mas-
ters are writing books, painting, creating businesses or simply radiating their 
light by being in life. Until this year, there was always 
a part of me that doubted whether this was really real, 
whether enlightenment is really as close as Adamus claims. 
However, seeing and meeting other embodied masters has 
swept all of these doubts away. 

So, this has been my year of coming out of hiding and 
into expression. And one of the things that really helped 
to make this transition a joyful one, was to co-create with 
my conscious friends. It started in winter 2016 when I was 
visiting my dear friend Romana Ercegovič, a theater artist, 
and we joked about writing a romantic comedy together. 
Something playful and light, like Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, but without the old energy elements (Shakespeare 
might be a genius, but even his plays contained some 
annoying, archaic views – although, to be fair, I suppose 
he was quite modern compared to his contemporaries). In addition to this, 
I know that the idea of a Shaumbra theater group has been floating around 
for many years, but so far nobody had taken the initiative to start it. During 
the Merlin event, Romana met with some other Shaumbra and they started 
talking about how fun it would be to create a theater group. After the event, I 
visited Romana, and this time we were both ready to start creating. The ideas 
and storyline came easily to us, and about five months later, we had finished 
writing the play. This was the start of the Royal Shaumbra Theater group. 

It was a crazy and somewhat irrational idea: a group of actors living in five 
different countries, none of us native English-speakers, some of us not having 
had any previous acting experience and no financial sponsors. But it was such 
a fun idea that we decided to do it anyway. After all, such human challenges 
are not enough to stop a determined pirate! 

This was my first experience of creatively collaborating with a group of 
masters, and boy was it fun! And – there is always an and – it was not without 
some interesting energy dynamics. Based on these experiences, I have found 
that there are particular factors which are useful to take into consideration 
when co-creating with other masters:

1. Masters are hopeless when it comes to following plans! Most con-
scious creators hate the idea of doing anything according to a pre-
set timeline. However, we had such a passionate cast that we man-
aged to agree on rehearsal times and travel plans. We took it one 
step at a time and allowed the creation to change according to our 
needs. Knowing how allergic masters are to goals, I’m very proud 
that we actually made this potential into a reality.

2. Just because someone is embodied right now, doesn’t mean that 
they will still be on the planet tomorrow. We had to sign contracts 
with the actors promising that nobody would leave their body until 
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after the performance. (I’m kidding – nobody 
signed a written contract! We just threatened 
the cast: “I will kill you if you cross over before 
the premiere!”)

3. Masters are creative and like to add their own 
energy to a creation. Turns out, you can’t just 
hand conscious actors a script and say, “Here 
are your lines”; they want to add their own 
essence and creativity to the project. Which 
is wonderful, because that way the creation 
becomes even more interesting and authentic. 

4. As you know, masters don’t tolerate hierar-
chies. Can you still have a leader or a director? 
Of course, as long as the role of the director 
is acknowledged as a role, and everybody 
is treated with the same amount of respect 
regardless of their roles. Many projects do 
require someone to hold the overall vision in 
order to unfold gracefully. 

5. Never underestimate the importance of food 
and drinks! After a whole day of creating 
together, the highlight of the day was the 
shared, sensual dinner, accompanied by an 
abundance of red wine and highly entertain-
ing conversations. Many of our best ideas were 
created around the dinner table – or after-
wards, on the dance floor! 

6. Let’s face it – we’re sensitive. Conscious people 
are very somatically reactive; they go through 
some inner shift and the next day they are in 
bed with a high fever. When they feel nervous 
about performing in front of others, they imme-
diately manifest throat pain. Luckily masters 
also heal fast. So when one of our actors was 
sick in bed just two days before our premiere, 
nobody was surprised. When he was up on his 
feet and did a brilliant job on the night of the 
performance, we weren’t surprised either.  

7. Masters are painfully authentic: If you want to 
hide, don’t spend time with conscious humans. 
Not only do they see through any lies that 
you might be holding onto, they also reflect 
everything back to you. In a way, conscious 
friends can be the most unforgiving and the 
most compassionate ones at the same time. 

Unforgiving, because of their authenticity, and 
compassionate, because they don’t judge. Our 
week of rehearsing together was certainly as 
intense as attending any Crimson Circle event. 
One of the other actors was joking that this 
was like an integration workshop. We found 
that humor is an excellent way to keep the 
energies flowing smoothly. 

8. Constant transformation is a given: This means 
that you might think you know someone, and 
when you meet them a month later, you see 
a completely new facet of them. It certainly 
doesn’t get boring! 

9. Some of us need a lot of sleep, but that 
doesn’t make us lazy – we’re working in dream-
state! Working with other masters often hap-
pens multidimensionally – in our dreams, on 
Theos, in our imagination…

10. Energy turbulence is to be expected: When a 
group of masters gather under one roof, the 
energies can rattle and shake. For example, 
both on the day of arriving and the day of leav-
ing the house we were staying at, there was 
thunder and lightning. Things tend to be more 
intense and happen at faster speed when a lot 
of consciousness converges in one place.

Now I ask myself, why did I hide for so long?! It’s 
definitely worth the occasional fear to be creating and 
collaborating with other masters. I can conclude that 
sovereign solidarity is not only possible, but also a deeply 
fulfilling experience. And of course it’s also a deep joy 
to share that creation with the audience. Whether we’ve 
created art, memories, silliness or new energy together, 
I’m grateful for the many conscious masters that have 
crossed my path in recent years, and hope to meet many 
more of you in the future.  

Dear reader, what treasures are hidden in your heart, 
but longing to be expressed? What do you want to share 
with the world while you’re still here on the planet? What 
could you co-create together, in freedom, with other 
masters? What is your soul burning to say, and how are 
you going to embody your true voice?  We have finally 
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ROYAL SHAUMBRA THEATHER

WATCH THIS SPACE NEXT MONTH FOR  

INFORMATION ON WHERE YOU CAN WATCH  

THIS DELIGHTFUL AND HUMOROUS PRODUCTION!

created a safe space, a safe corner on this world where we can express our-
selves in sovereignty and freedom, so let’s enjoy it! If one master can create 
a miracle, imagine what we can create in collaboration. The implications are 
beyond the limits of the human imagination, so there’s really nothing left to 
do but allow the experiences to unfold!
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DREAMWALKER DEATH

No matter how fast we run or how valiantly we try to outsmart it, death will always 
find us. Despite our desperate avoidance, death is actually a very important part of 
life, and is absolutely nothing to fear.

In DreamWalker Death, Adamus Saint-Germain explains the many different levels 
or areas of the non-physical realms. These include Near Earth (commonly called the 
Astral realms), Crystalline, the Bridge of Flowers and the high Angelic realms. In 

DREAMWALKER® 
DEATH TRANSITIONS 

ONLINE – AUGUST 11-13, 2017

FIRST TIME ONLINE,  
WITH NEW INFORMATION  
FROM ADAMUS SAINT-GERMAIN!

HOSTED LIVE BY 
GEOFFREY AND LINDA HOPPE
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MORE INFO

death, most humans go directly to the Near Earth 
realms. They are vast beyond comprehension, filled 
with life, and what we experience there depends 
directly on the beliefs we currently hold.

In this school, you will learn how to conduct a 
DreamWalk for someone who is approaching their 
death or has recently transitioned. Adamus will 
also guide you on an actual DreamWalk with a 
departed loved one. You will feel yourself passing 
through the realms all the way to the Bridge of 
Flowers. This remarkably unforgettable experi-
ence will release the fear of death, renew a deep 
appreciation for life and let you experience the 
timelessness of your true being.

The DreamWalker Death Transitions school is 
among the most transformational classes offered 
by the Crimson Circle, and this is the first time it 
will be presented it online. Before and after each 
channeled session, there will be comments from 
Geoff and Linda as they host the School live, 
and Adamus will add additional channels during  
the live webcast.

DreamWalker Death Transitions is the very first 
school offered by Adamus Saint-Germain, first 
channeled in Taos, NM, August 2005. It was sub-
sequently channeled live in many areas around the 
world and eventually recorded in February 2006.

From Geoff: DreamWalker Death is one of the 
most profound Crimson Circle classes, and we 
consider it one of the core teachings of Adamus. I 
learned a tremendous amount about what happens 
in the death transition process, and eventually did 
a DreamWalk for my brother and my grandfather 
when they transitioned. It was one thing to channel 
DreamWalker Death many times around the world, 
but the experiences of actually guiding love ones 
through the death process were some of the most 
touching and heart-felt experiences I’ve had in 
my life. DreamWalker Death brought me beyond 
my own fears of death, and gave me incredible 
insights and even joy – yes, even joy – about one 
of the most mysterious and misunderstood of all 
human experiences. We’ve all died a thousand 
times or more, and now Adamus’ DreamWalker 
Death provides answers to many of the questions 
about this sacred process.

• Also available with Spanish audio translation 
• También disponible en español traducción audio

 
Cost: 
New attendees – $595 

Graduates – $297.50

DWD Teachers – $0.00

All registration includes access to streaming 
audio, video and text transcript e-Reader. The 
video and audio files are available through 
August 23, 2017. The text transcript e-Reader 
will be available through November 11, 2017. 

 
Dates

Friday, August 11: 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Saturday, August 12: 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Sunday, August 13: 10:00 AM – 4:00 PM

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/dreamwalker-death-online-august-11-13-2017-rg.html
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GIVING UP  
 ON MY ENLIGHTENMENT

Those who call themselves Shaumbra are in the pro-
cess of completing their journey back home, back to 
Self. And, as it happens to be, I am right now literally 

on my journey back home from a Crimson Circle event. 

I was in Grünwald, near Munich, for Shoud 10 of the Transhuman Series, the 
day with Adamus and some additional events, such as the first performance 
of the Royal Shaumbra Theater Group. It was an amazing weekend and I can 
hardly believe that only four days ago I was on a train to Munich, because 
now, on my way back home, I feel like such a different person. So much hap-
pened within those four days: I decided to become a Crimson Circle Angel, 
I was given the microphone during a Shoud for the first time and I met some 
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By Jan Merlin Peters

of most the amazing people I have ever met in my entire life. But the most 
important thing is what happened inside of me! 

I still remember how I felt when arriving in Munich. On one hand, I was really 
happy and excited, traveling first class and knowing that I was going to stay 

at the best hotel in Grünwald (or at least the most expensive one). 
But, on the other hand, I was also very frustrated because even 
though I considered myself to be really conscious, and even though 
I truly knew that what Adamus calls “realization” is just around the 
corner, I was still in the pattern of repeating the same experiences 
over and over again. I would not say that my life was bad, but I was 
simply not content with it, because most of the time I was still not 
tapping into my “higher potentials.”

So, when I arrived in Grünwald, I was in an interesting state of 
being and during the first event, called “An Evening on the Park 
Bench with Adamus,” something very unexpected happened. Just 
as Adamus began his channel, I suddenly had to cry! I’d already 
had a knowingness for a couple days that this might come, but I 
wasn’t prepared for what happened. Instead of the few quiet tears 

I was expecting, I experienced a total meltdown! I couldn’t hold it anymore 
and, because I knew that things were going to become even more intense, I 
left the room to not disturb anyone else. 

As I went outside, I could feel that a lot of people thought I had to cry 
because the energies were too much for me, but this was actually not the 
reason. The true reason for the tears was that when Adamus began his chan-
nel, I suddenly realized that I should be the one on stage! In other words, 
when Adamus began speaking, I suddenly realized that I should finally be a 
teacher, not a student; I should finally be a master, not just one in the becom-
ing! Well, of course I was already a teacher, at least to some people, and I 
was also already a master, at least some of the time. But most of time I still 
identified with the human-that-is-almost-a-master, not with the master that 
already exists. 

But something very interesting happened in that moment when I was lying 
on the ground outside the conference room, crying the hell out of me. I finally 
allowed a shift I’d been postponing far too long. It was the shift from being 
a human who was sometimes also a master into being a master who also 
happens to be a human. Of course, I know that to some this may sound like 
makyo, but I do not really care, for I know my own truth. Lying there on the 
ground, I just finally gave up trying and working on my enlightenment. This 
does not mean I had my “realization,” it simply means that I finally stopped 
working and trying, because I realized that all those years of spiritual search-
ing, allowing the sh*t out of me and listening to well over a hundred Adamus 
channels had gotten me nowhere, but to this point. 
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Two days later during the Shoud, Adamus stated that once you stop work-
ing on your enlightenment the date for your true realization is set. And right 
away I knew it applied to me. It was not just a thought or a wish, but a know-
ingness. Of course, the doubts came later and I am still a bit unsure if the date 
is really set, but ultimately it really doesn’t matter anyway, because I gave up 
trying (this I know for sure), and that is the only thing that matters. 

[two weeks later]

Now, as I am reviewing this article, I realize once again 
how true those words are, because ever since the moment 
when I finally gave up worrying about and working on my 
enlightenment, my life has completely changed! It is very 
difficult to put those changes into words, because they 
are mostly internal, but I will do my best to explain (and of 
course invite you to feel): 

1. For the first time ever, I feel completely free to leave the planet at 
any moment. Of course, I’ve always been free to leave, but while 
in the past something was always (kind of) trying to keep me here, 
I feel for the first time ever like it is actually truly up to me, whether 
I want to stay or not. There is no obligation to stay, there is no fear 
of dying and, in a way, there is not even a gravity trying to suck me 
back in! 

2. I made the choice to stay on the planet in a clearer way than ever 
before. I’ve already made this choice many times, but because in 

I FEEL AN  

UNPRECEDENTED  

FREEDOM TO DO  

WHATEVER I WANT TO DO.
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the past I never felt as free to leave as I do now, the choice to stay 
was also never as free as it is now. 

3. I feel an unprecedented freedom to do whatever I want to do. Of 
course, I’ve always had this freedom, but in the past something 
was always holding me back a bit. It was as if there was something 
I had to keep in mind, something I should not forget when getting 
immersed into the adventures of life. Obviously, this thing was my 
pursuit of enlightenment.  But, because I finally stopped worrying 
about and working on it, I finally understand, from within my whole 
beingness, that I truly cannot get it wrong. And therefore, I sud-
denly feel free to do whatever I want to do! 

Of course, there are many other changes that have taken place as well, 
but those are the three main ones, and they are affecting everything else, 
because even though I still sleep in the same bed and cook my meals in the 
same kitchen as before, my entire life started changing after I came back 
from Munich. Oh, and I am not just talking about those normal (normal for 
Shaumbra = highly accelerated) changes that I’ve always been going through. 
I am talking about changes that are unprecedented, because more than ever 
I am finally breaking out of my old patterns. And I don’t only mean my human 
patterns, such as buying a certain brand of orange juice. I also mean my pat-
terns of being human, like the pattern of being limited or the pattern of not 
completely trusting and giving love to myself. Of course, this does not mean 
that my entire life was suddenly perfect overnight, but because I am letting go 
of my patterns more boldly than ever, I finally feel like I am free. 

By giving up trying to reach my enlightenment, I stopped trying to get 
back home, and because “trying to get back home” was truly the biggest 
and oldest pattern of all, this immediately ended all of the other patterns as 
well. And when those patterns ended, I literally gave myself the freedom to 
do whatever I want to do!

What this will be I don’t yet know, because there are so many different 
potentials. But I know one thing for sure: no matter what I will choose hence-
forth, I’ll never have to worry about my enlightenment again. Because, even 
though all this time I was worrying about how to get back home, my true 
home will eventually come to me, no matter where I am and no matter what 
I’m doing. What an unexpected turn on this sensual journey back to self! 

Jan Merlin Peters, 23, author of many popular but unfortunately also unpub-
lished and for the most part unwritten books, holds several degrees in the 
field of applied humanness, including a degree in the sense of Love, the sense 
of Focus and the sense of Makyo (does this one even exist?). After leaving the 
prestigious University of THEOS (University of Tediously Humdrum End (E or 
A?) Ongoing Studies), Merlin has recently decided to finally become a teacher 
himself. To contact him, you may send an email.

mailto:janmerlinpeters@googlemail.com
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES
When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of 
purchase (or from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text 
translations when available. We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic – NEW!

• Addiction Unplugged

• Ancestral Freedom

• Consciousness Revolution

• Consciousness Theater

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• Four Masters in Munich

• Freedom… Now What?

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• The Master’s Voice

• New Earth Update

• ProGnost 2016

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• ProGnost 2017 

• Quantum Allowing

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• Wound of Adam

WATCH EXCERPTS

This “Day with Adamus” was recorded with more than 
250 Shaumbra in Grünwald, Germany and the musical 
collaboration of Soy, a flamenco band from Saintes-
Maries-de-la-Mer, France. As Adamus says, sensuality is 
what will allow you to stay embodied as a Master here 
on Earth. 

At the end of the day he said, “We’ve come here today 
to allow that shift, open up the sensuality, start to feel 
again. We’ve gone through a lot today in the shifting 
and weaving and making of energy, and now it’s time 
for wide-open sensuality.”

ADAMUS’ SENSUALITY CLINIC – NEW!

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $50 ($75 after Aug 31, 2017)

ESPAÑOL DISPONIBLE PRONTO!

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRIHjrkn9yM
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-sensuality-clinic2.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/adamus-sensuality-clinic2.html
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MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

“A love story of sorts, and a tragedy of sorts.” In this grand 
and deeply transformational presentation, Adamus Saint-
Germain recounts the creation of the masculine and feminine 
energies and how this original duality continues to play out 
in human relations and at the core of each individual. You’ll 
never view the Goddess energy in the same way after experi-
encing The Wound of Adam, or the masculine energy for that 
matter. You’ll see beyond the victim and abuser energies of 
the sexes, into what is the greatest love story ever told. 

With exquisite compassion and understanding, Adamus 
depicts the struggles and triumphs of Isis and Adam – the 
discovery of love, the desire to protect, the opening to love 
of self.  You’ll understand why men are so interested in sex, 
why women are better at multitasking, how love was first 
experienced – and by whom. 

The insights delivered in The Wound of Adam have the 
potential to shift your entire understanding of the feminine 
and masculine roles, and perhaps all of your future experi-
ences with Love.

THE WOUND OF ADAM

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $125

WATCH EXCERPTS

WATCH EXCERPTS

MORE INFO  –  ENGLISH

MÁS INFO  –  ESPAÑOL

Adamus says that Sensuality is one of the final things  
to open up in the process of Realization. In fact, he  
has recently stated that when one has opened to  
11 true senses, they will indeed be in the state  
of enlightenment.

Being human means that we have been very limited 
in our awareness of reality, staying focused to the very 
minimal human perceptions. But when one is ready to 
go beyond and allow the innate angelic senses to open 
once again, it is actually the way out, the true doorway 
to freedom. Join Adamus and Yoham on this deep dive 
into the senses. It’s like opening your eyes for the first 
time – the world will never be quite the same!

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 4: SENSUALITY

Broadcast: Now Playing

Cost: $195

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.
CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES 

http://store.crimsoncircle.com/wound-of-adam.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/wound-of-adam-es.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzoZ5mOuK_4
https://youtu.be/2fTaQiORqn0
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-masters-life-part-4-sensuality.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/la-vida-del-maestro-parte-4-sensualidad.html
https://youtu.be/2fTaQiORqn0
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/online-events.html
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INSIGHTS  
ON  

ALLOWING
W ulfing von Rohr first came in contact with the Crimson 

Circle at The Gathering workshop in Solothurn, Switzerland 
in early 2009.  Since then, Wulfing has hosted numerous 

Crimson Circle events and several book tours with Geoff and Linda in 
Europe, and is Crimson Circle’s publishing agent. His observations are 
inspired by 1) the recent Crimson Circle events in Grünwlad, Germany, 
and 2) the release of the German edition of the new book “Memoirs of a 
Master” (“Entdecke den Meister in dir”)

NO MORE PROCESSING

Imagine there is a pond. We want to look at the bottom to find out what is 
there. We take a stick and try to remove the rotten leaves, twigs, pebbles and 
the mass of indescript sediments covering the bottom. What happens? All the 
old rotten stuff comes up and makes the water even more opaque. 

https://www.amazon.de/dp/3778774808/
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By Wulfing von Rohr

What to do? Remember that all is well in all of creation. I Am That I Am. 
There’s no need to revitalize past feelings, experiences, expressions and 
stumbling blocks. Breathe. Allow. Accept that the past is past and we are like 
a duck or, if you prefer a more “noble” simile, a swan swimming in the murky 
water, and the water falls off like pearls when we rise above it and fly into the 
clear skies.

KISSING KARMA GOOD BYE

As long as any crutch helps an afflicted being to 
hop along better than without crutches – great! Let’s 
make use of good crutches until we can walk without 
them, by ourselves, independent of external (men-
tal, emotional, philosophical, spiritual) “aids.” 

How do we know when it is time to let go of the tem-
porarily helpful concept of Karma? When it becomes 
like fetters, like a prison; when we feel the need for an 
outside “savior” to take our karma on him/her or feel 
that special methods and means (ablutions, smudging, 
crystals and so on) are necessary to alleviate or even 
dissolve karma. 

A nice story by Osho (which many will know) goes like this: “Imagine a 
goose in a bottle. How to get it out without breaking the bottle?” No one 
knew. He clapped his hands and shouted “It is out!” How could that work? 
Why? Because our imagination put the “goose” into the bottle in the first 
place, therefore our free decision can take it out. Same with the sometimes 
frightening concept of Karma. By the way, the notable Indian sage Ramana 
Maharshi was asked if reincarnation is real. He answered, “Actually, reincarna-
tion does not exist. The Ego may think it is born, lives, dies and then reincar-
nates. But the SELF has never been born and always IS.”

THE GIFT OF MEDIOCRITY

Why should someone in a bobsled who crosses the finish line 1/100th of 
a second later than another, be called loser and the other one be called the 
winner? What is our daily reality? Plenty of people can jump higher, run faster, 
make more money, have more sex, etc., than we. And there are many more 
who are less capable then we in many areas. 

It is my personal experience that when I stopped thinking I should/would/
must/whatever be “perfect,” “holy,” “completely awakened,” “masterly,” 
“fully enlightened,” etc., and embraced that I am “mediocre,” then peace 
and clarity of mind began to grow. Inner and outer happiness and success 
improved, even my health got better, and once in a while even some mystical 
insights and feelings/sensings/hearings/seeings of other dimensions popped 
up. So now I am quite happy to accept my mediocrity. <3 
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ROAD BLOCKS TO SENSUALITY 

Adamus talked a lot of Sensuality at the events in Grünwald. And, with the 
music of Yoham and the new group SOY, many if not all of us felt some stirring 
of sensuality within. Yes there still can be blocks to truly opening our sensual-
ity. In my perception, these three come up quite frequently:

- Fear of Loving Another: Should I express my love? What will the other 
expect if I do? Will the love become a chain, a fetter, or an expectation to 
them? What if I do not “live up” to that? What if I fail or worse, I am put off, 
shoved aside? What if…? 

- Fear of Being Loving: Is it not strange that we may fear being loved even 
more than loving? Why? Possibly because accepting love makes us vulner-
able, opens us up to unimaginable intimacy. Possibly we harbor the fear that 
“I may lose myself.” (A very personal note from Wulfing: when I was ready 
and did indeed love unconditionally, this opened up – accepting, embracing, 
immersing in and enjoying being loved – even though the love was “fulfilled” 
for but a short time.)

- Fear of Self: There is a famous poem by the German poet and playwright 
Friedrich Schiller, “Das verschleierte Bildnis zu Sais” or “The Veiled Portrait at 
Sais.” The theme is similar to the 18th story in Memoirs of a Master about the 
student’s visit to The Temple. Am I ready to look unabashed at my Self in its 
human form and 4D limitations, with its episodes, ups and downs, strengths 
and weaknesses, and at the same time see its inherent divinity? Am I truly 

ready to face my I AM?

THE TIME OF HEALING AND 
“SALVATION” IS NOW

When does awakening set in? 
When does embodied enlighten-
ment occur? When do we live in 
complete Mastership? These ques-
tions were touched on by Adamus at 
this special event in June. 

His answer, in a nutshell (and as 
good or as little as I am able to 
summarize it): When we stop try-
ing! When we stop working at it! 
When we stop employing all these 
various methods. When we stop 
putting ourselves under the stress 
of trying to mentally reach awaken-
ing, enlightenment and mastership. 
If and when we truly give up and 
allow, then the date is set (within a 
few days or weeks). 
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Remembering the Dream 
From Transhuman 10

Merabh for Consciousness
From Transhuman Shoud 10

Faces of Shaumbra
From Simple Master in Norway

A Shaumbra Celebration 
Highlights from Transhuman 10

Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic 
Recorded in Munich

FORGIVE

That brings me to share a few insights I have had in 
the course of the last almost 70 years about Forgiving 
and Forgiveness. Again, just a brief sketch. 

We are often told to forgive, because that supposedly 
helps in the murky business of “processing.” Then there 
are those who say, “Forgiveness is not for the other but 
for yourself, to help release and relieve energetic ties,” 
and yes, that can indeed work, at least as a crutch. Then 
there are those who say: “Forgive yourself, for that is 
what helps to relieve and release!” That also might 
prove suitable under some circumstances.

I took this issue one step further recently, in Southern 
Tyrol at a little seminar. I felt inspired to share with one 
woman, “Yes, forgive yourself, but please also forgive 
yourself that you may not be able to forgive!” She 
broke down in tears and later told me that her father 
had sexually abused her when she was a girl. And now, 
throughout her adulthood, she had suffered under the 
fact that, although being on civil speaking terms with 
him, she could not really forgive him in her heart and 
she felt the pressure to “prove her spiritual develop-
ment” by forcing herself to forgive him. She was (and is 
still) so relieved.

To carry it now into yet another dimension: Geoffrey 
told me that Adamus had mentioned that the hardest 
thing for human is to accept forgiveness from the Source, 
similar to our difficulty in accepting love. 

Along with Adamus, Geoff and Linda, I would like to 
challenge you – and myself: Let us decide if we want to 
be free yet or not. How seductive is the lingering on…? 

To	Conclude	1 –	 I	am	often	asked	by	people	 from	
the public, What is Crimson Circle?

This is my short answer: Crimson Circle offers an effec-
tive approach for discovering, embracing and living 
one’s own spiritual self and one’s own essence in such 
a way that we experience spirituality as liberating and 
free of dogmas and any limitations. And at the same 
time, Crimson Circle invites everyone to recognize his/
her human nature and being, and manifest and enjoy this 
very essence on our earthly journey, in an awakened and 
masterly manner. 

https://youtu.be/HECcQWgHDZY
https://youtu.be/kAFjz6Or04E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SKDKWPYbPI
https://youtu.be/CF7GxIE6w64
https://youtu.be/gRIHjrkn9yM
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To Conclude 2 – Adamus asked during one segment in Grünwald:  
Who are Shaumbra?

A hilarious and quite apt answer came from a young lady in the audience: 
They are pattern breakers and chaos makers.” Very well said!

I would like to finish these slightly erratic musings with my personal 
answer to this question: “Shaumbra are individuals who have the cour-
age to explore Life, Essence and Being in a way not known before on this 
planet, as an indestructible Light and Love experiencing and expressing 
Itself in ever new ways.”

No doubt you will also have your own answers to these questions, and of 
course they are the proper insights for YOU. 

Enjoy ... by Allowing AND!

Wulfing von Rohr is a cultural researcher, author and coauthor, seminar direc-
tor, translator, publisher and television interviewer. He helps to organize many 
spiritual meetings, such as International Peace Conference Munich 1999, 
Interreligious Talks Lucerne 2000; Friedensstage Salzburg 2002, Engeltage 
Salzburg and Munich 2006, 2007 and 2008; The Gathering Conference for 
Light Workers in Solothurn 2008, Life Force Symposia in Zurich 2008, 2009, 
2010 and 2011, as well as Aura Basel 2009 and 2010. At the channeling con-
ference in Colorado in July 2009 he was one of the guest speakers. See his 
website at www.wulfingvonrohr.info

http://www.wulfingvonrohr.info
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i
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

CC TIPS

HOW TO UPDATE YOUR CREDIT CARD AND  
ACTIVATE YOUR RECURRING ANGEL ORDER

After signing in to the store, go to My Payment Data.   

• You may edit your card number and/or expira-
tion date, or delete an existing card and add  
a new one.

• Next, choose My Recurring Orders under  
My Account. 

• When you get to the Recurring Profiles page, click 
on the ID number.  

• The next page you see has the button  
MODIFY RECURRING PROFILE.  Click on that.  

• On the next page click on the dropdown menu to 
select the card number that you want to use for 
the recurring donation.

• Now you can click on the CONTINUE button and 
you are done.

http://screencast.com/t/kXMhTfoIF5ZL
http://screencast.com/t/EyVuYMvZ
http://screencast.com/t/Mo21y982HpK
http://screencast.com/t/ZOc2ODZk7uu
http://screencast.com/t/77Ms0VTD9bG
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle TeacherBy Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

I am here, sitting on the sofa in my office. It’s time to write, on this quiet, 
cloudy day. The mist is drifting through the trees, the summer tempera-
ture more than thirty degrees lower than just three days ago. My space 

needs cleaned, since the blooming pine trees have coated everything with 
yellow dust. Around me there are a few piles of papers waiting to be dealt 
with, creative projects in the corner by the sewing machine, a comfy chair 

I AM HERE
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used mostly as a cat bed, shelves filled with binders and labels and printer 
paper and CDs and boxes, trash cans on the floor, a salt lamp, metal sculp-
tures and a little water fountain on my desk and, of course, my very busy 
computer and all its accessories. This is where I spend most of my time, here 
in this comfortable, slightly messy and quite productive space. 

I am here, in a house I love, these walls a silent witness to many, many 
changes. I share this home with others – my kids and their guests, an 
occasional friend or two and, for a few days, the one I now call “my ex.” 
Together we made this house our home, collaborating on its care and 
keeping, until the day came when it wasn’t “we” anymore. It’s a strange 
experience to remain in a place while the foundation it is built upon seems 
to shift beneath your feet. Everywhere I turn, things remind me of the past. 
But, funny enough, that past is evolving and changing as well, showing me 
how it was more and different than I thought it was. I am grateful for the 
new perspectives that illuminate when I relax my focus on the most obvious 
layer. There is always a gift in losing something, always joy encompassing 
the heartache, always something new to fill the void of old – if one can truly 
let go. Life is confusing sometimes, indeed; intense now and then, abso-
lutely. But here I am, and all is well.

I am here, playing the roles of mom, homemaker, handyman, editor, 
writer, friend, counselor, secret angel and ridiculous fool. I love them all, for 
each act of my consciousness brings its own unique experiences. For exam-
ple, when I adjusted the role of “mom” from trying so damn hard to get 
it right, to simply providing a safe and nurturing space, everyone seemed 
to relax and somehow manage live a little better. Sometimes my idiot self 
sneaks in when I thought the wise friend was needed, but then somehow 
things seem to turn out even better. The handyman and homemaker roles 
overlap and support each other, managing to keep things in relatively good 
shape around here. The writer and editor sometimes squabble and often 
take turns; one either having a whole lot to say or gone completely AWOL 
(usually just before a deadline), the other hopefully bringing things together 
in some coherent semblance of intelligent prose (although I think she failed 
right there…). Successful or not, by whatever standards such might be 
measured, these and my many other roles provide ways to be, create and 
express, right here within my life.

I am here, in the temple of my choosing, be it abundance, joy, serenity, 
excitement, confusion or anything else. In Master’s Life 3 Adamus says, “The 
Master enters the temple with no effort.” He talks about it a lot, explaining 
how you, the Master, are simply there when you choose it. The funny thing is, 
you don’t go there to the temple to enter it; in fact, you don’t go anywhere. 
My experience of “entering the temple” was that the temple simply actual-
ized itself with me in it. Apparently, entering the temple means acknowledg-
ing it as already present, and therefore it is. I’ve had many quiet moments of 
being in a temple of my choosing, and many more moments of forgetting 

https://store.crimsoncircle.com/the-masters-life-part-3-embodiment.html
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to choose and therefore being in some kind of mashup temple without any clear 
layout, design or purpose. But the moment I remember that I am here, I become 
aware of the temple I’m occupying, and that awareness allows me to immediately 
remodel, if I so choose, right here where I am.

I am here, mostly alone with myself. No lover, few friends, minimal family, yet 
oddly feeling more content than I have in a long time. Curiosity prods me into 
new experiences, into trying things I haven’t done before, but there is always the 
eagerness of returning to the company of my own sweet self. Here with me, I am 
never misunderstood, betrayed or forgotten. I’m no longer lost and therefore no 
longer need to be saved, for I’ve found my abandoned compass, stowed away for 
safekeeping eons ago. It doesn’t guide me to some promised land like I thought it 
would; rather it helps me go toward whatever adventure I choose, embarking each 
time from the Home I never actually left. It’s kind of like going to a movie so compel-
ling you forget where you are, thinking you’re part of the story and then realizing, 
“Oh! I’m not lost on the open sea – or jungle or desert or ghetto or wherever – like 
I thought. I am in my own Home theater, right here where I have always been.”

I am here, lost on the way to enlightenment, having completely forgotten my 
Self while living lifetimes of torment and joy, love and loss, chaos and simplicity. 
It’s been exhausting and exhilarating, educational and redundant, stupefying and 
satisfying. But here I am, reveling in it all, coming up for air now and then, and 
snatching up the bits of wisdom as they splatter through all the adventures. What 
an amazing creation!

I am here, in my own special wing of the Ascended Master’s Club, looking 
“back” on all my adventures, replaying some of the big ones again and again. 
Sometimes I get so focused in on the details, so caught up in the 
(re)experiencing, that I forget where I am. Sometimes I even for-
get my Self, sitting here in my very own Home theater section of 
the Club, as I gape in awe. “Wow, that was an intense few days… 
years… lifetime! What a bunch of insanity my dear human put her-
self through. What deep heartache, what amazing love, what crazi-
ness all around. But oh, how I love her for it!” You see, I’ve never 
lost sight of her, even though she forgot about me, looked at me 
through strange God-colored filters, and even cursed me at times. 
When she wanted to play hide and seek, I eagerly played along. 
When she wanted to go off on her own, I kept my distance. When 
she wanted me close, I was right there, looking deep into her eyes... through the 
mirror, in the quiet times, in her dreams. She usually didn’t recognize me, but I was 
always here, knowing the day would come to realize she was the one in the mirror.

I Am Here, wherever, whenever I place my awareness. I am here in limitation, I am 
here in freedom. I am here in loneliness, I am here in love. I am here in sorrow, I am 
here in joy. When I remember that here is where I am and what I’ve chosen, then I’m 
free to experience it, revel in it, and maybe choose again. But whether I remember 
or forget, I still am always here. I can never not be here, and all of here is true. 

Where are you?

I AM HERE,  

WHEREVER, WHENEVER  

I PLACE MY AWARENESS.
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August 25–27, 2017 
Mexico City, Mexico 
Michele Morayta

September 22–24, 2017 
Hamburg, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

September 22–24, 2017 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 6–8, 2017 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

July 14–16, 2017 
La Tour–de–Trême, FR, Switzerland 
Jutta Bosch

August 1–3, 2017 
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States 
Maria Jose Mera Moreira & Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

August 19–21, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

September 8–10, 2017 
Hamburg, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

October 6–8, 2017 
Drammen near Oslo, Norway 
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund

July 12–14, 2017 
Adelaide, Australia 
Margaret Wild

July 21–23, 2017 
Yokohama, Japan 
Noriko Ookubo

August 25–27, 2017 
Munich, Germany 
Antje Westermann

September 8–10, 2017 
Bad Honnef, Germany 
Brise Baulitz

September 15–17, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

September 29–October 1, 2017 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS
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DREAMWALKER™  
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DREAMWALKER™  

DEATH TRANSITIONS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_TceKVOv-Y
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-aspectology-schools.html
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https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
https://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-ascension-transition-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
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CLICK IMAGE  
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DREAMWALKER™  

DEATH TRANSITIONS

October 27–29, 2017 
Zurich, Switzerland 
Eveline Rufer

December 8–10, 2017 
Bogotá, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

July 14–16, 2017 
Rodgau–Hainhausen, Germany 
Karin Hoyer

August 25–27, 2017 
Hamburg, Germany 
Angelika Ruppert

September 18–20, 2017 
Poznan, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 2–4, 2017 
Warsaw, Poland 
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

October 14–16, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz

July 7–9, 2017 
Munich, Germany 
Eva Holzheuer and Kay von Randow

July 7–9, 2017 
Manta, Manabi, Ecuador 
Maria Jose Mera Moreira & Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

July 28–30, 2017 
Bucharest, Romania 
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

August 4–6, 2017 
Paradise Point, Gold Coast, Australia 
Leanne Woodbury and Gabrielle Maria

August 25–27, 2017 
Denver, Colorado, United States 
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

August 26–28, 2017 
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom 
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

September 8–10, 2017 
Rzeszow, Poland 
Magdalena Proch and Vie Palle

October 27–29, 2017 
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany 
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

November 11–13, 2017 
Bogota, Colombia 
Hilda Diaz
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FOR VIDEO
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SCHOOL 

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE 
ANGELS

CLICK IMAGE  
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™  

LIFE

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES
ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHWrrFAlPw4
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-death-transition-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTwXAhzoXmA
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/tobias-sexual-energies-schools.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K5N6EQ6OLNg
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/journey-of-angels-schools.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DRwZczztWwQ
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
http://store.crimsoncircle.com/left-menu/advanced-studies/advanced-studies-workshops/dreamwalker-life-transition-schools.html
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DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese; 
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
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